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Overview 
 
In February 2019, the Academic Coaching Advising Community sponsored the first NACADA webinar on this topic: 
Incorporating Coaching Conversations into Academic Advising Practice.  Presenters discussed the basic premises of 
coaching and several models for implementing coaching in a higher education setting. They shared key coaching 
concepts, relevant research, pertinent video clips, and stories of educators who have successfully implemented coaching 
on their campuses in unique ways.  At the request of participants of that event, our presenters will return to take an 
expanded look at how coaching practices can enhance the advising relationship and move students forward on their 
pathways to success. 
 
In this Coaching 2.0 web event, the presenters will address how to incorporate a coaching way of being into a range of 
advising contexts and timeframes, from one-minute coaching moments to full coaching sessions.  Participants will learn 
how coaching practices can address barriers to completion that have been identified in the literature, take a deeper look 
at coaching models that were introduced in the first webinar, and hear about the activities and progress of the NACADA 
Academic Coaching Advising Community. 
 
Registrants may wish to view the videos of coaching sessions that were shared with the Advising Community following 
the first webinar. 
 
 
Pre-Webinar Activity Suggestions  
 
Read Moving the Retention Needle One Individual at a Time  
https://nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Academic-Advising-Today/View-Articles/Moving-the-Retention-Needle-One-Individual-at-a-Time.aspx  
 
Post-Webinar Activity Suggestions  
 
- Discuss Meaningful Work Model  
- Discuss Mission Statement activity  
- View Coaching Videos, available at https://youtu.be/3cX4Xwgyfxw and https://youtu.be/yKIhH__7YLQ 

mailto:gafair@att.net
mailto:whjohnso@uncg.edu
mailto:kathleensheasmith@ou.edu
mailto:liwhit@iu.edu
http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Community/Commission-Interest-Groups/Theory-Practice-Delivery-of-Advising-I/Advising-and-Academic-Coaching-Interest-Group.aspx
https://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Product-Details.aspx?ProductsDetails=yes&ID=REC087MASTER
https://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Community/Advising-Communities/Academic-Coaching/resources.aspx
https://nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Academic-Advising-Today/View-Articles/Moving-the-Retention-Needle-One-Individual-at-a-Time.aspx
https://youtu.be/3cX4Xwgyfxw
https://youtu.be/yKIhH__7YLQ
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Meaningful Work Questions 
• What am I here to contribute? 
• What problem am I here to solve? 
• What am I committed to create? 
• What is my ultimate concern? 
• What need(s) can I fulfill for others? 
• How can I best serve others? 
• What is my life’s task? 
• What gifts have I been given to share with the world? 
• What is it that I - and only I - can do to serve others? 
• What difference do I want to make? 
• What’s wildly important to me that makes my soul ache? 
• What is the world asking of me? 
• What was I put on this earth to do? 
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Find Your SPARCK Question 
(Adapted from the book, “How to Live a Good Life: Soulful Stories, Surprising Science, and Practical Wisdom” by Jonathan Fields) 
 

1. Is there a big question I’d love to answer?  Is there a problem I feel compelled to solve?  Is there a particular 
activity or service that I feel called to do?  Is there something I’m here to create?  What do I have to offer? 

2. Are there things that fascinate me?  Am I curious about anything in particular?  Is there something that I have a 
deep yearning to know more about?  Are there things that keep me up at night?  What can’t I stop thinking 
about? 

3. Are there activities that I get lost in?  What do I love to do where I lose track of time?  When do I feel most fully 
alive?  What lights me up?  What do I like doing the most when I have free time? 

4. What challenges have I been able to overcome?  What experiences and/or events have had the most impact on 
me?  How have I provided help for others?  What do others ask for my help with most often?   

5. What are my greatest talents and gifts?  What do I do really well?  What is something that’s really easy for me to 
do?  Is there something I truly want to master?  Is there something I’d love to be really good at, maybe even 
world-class great?  

6. Who can benefit most from what I have to offer?  Are there specific populations, communities and/or certain 
types individuals or groups of people I feel compelled to help?  Are there things I feel called to support, such as 
animals, wildlife, nature, the environment, or the planet? 

 
 
Mission Statement 
(Adapted from Zach Mercurio’s book, “The Invisible Leader: Transform Your Life, Work, and Organization with the Power of Authentic Purpose”) 

 
Use this Mission Statement Template to quickly define how you will serve others, which can be helpful how you can 
make the most of your college experience:   I am here to _______   _______ so that __________. 
  
Bill’s Example: I am here to empower (action) students, faculty, and staff in higher education and people at a 
crossroads in life (with whom) to optimize their lives to become their best selves and serve something bigger than 
themselves (end result) in order to make the world a better place. 
 
 
Template 
 
“I am here to ______________________________  
(action: a verb describing what you do, i.e. help, serve, motivate, encourage, save, rescue, support) 
  
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
(with whom: groups – people, children, students, animals, nature, etc. – who you help) 
 
so that  
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.” 
(end result: the benefit to others – this happens, changes, improves, and/or impacts how others think, feel, do, act, 
and/or believe). 
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Action (What you do) 

 
 
 
 
With Whom (Who you help) 
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End Result (Benefit to others) 
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NACADA’S Definition of Academic Coaching

A coaching approach to advising is built on a foundation of assumptions 
where the students are the experts in their own lives and the academic 
coach serves as a catalyst for progress and goal achievement. 

This occurs when the coach: 
~creates a safe space to establish a trusting relationship, 
~guides students to clarify intentions, 
~inspires action through powerful questions, and
~offers accountability to maximize progress and 
forward movement.   

@CoachingNacada facebook.com/nacadacoaching

Coaching

Developmental

Prescriptive

Advising Partnership

• Develop educational goals 
• Provide insight and direction 
• Teach 
• Connect to resources
• Guide 
• Clarify goals beyond clerical functions

(Robinson, C. E. 2015)

Coaching Partnership

(Robinson, C. E. 2015)

• Individualized
• Ongoing support 
• Personalized
• Consistent 
• Customized 
• Proactive

Academic Coaching Models

Model #1

Advising as 
Coaching

Model #2

Coaches who 
Advise

Model #3

Good Advising is 
Coaching

Model #4     
Advising and 
Coaching are 

Distinct Services 

(Robinson, C. E. 2015)

1 2

3 4
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Framework of Coaching Sessions

Raise self‐
awareness

Close 
Gaps

Identify 
choice

Coaching is based on Powerful Questions

Open‐ended

Invite Self‐Reflection

Elicit student Resourcefulness

Finding Out What’s Going On

Are you having a good semester?

How is your semester going?

Finding Out What’s Going On

Taking it Deeper:

• Tell me what’s been happening this semester . . .

• Tell me about the ups and downs of this semester . . .

•What’s been important about this semester, so far?

• If you had to describe the semester in 3‐4 words, what 
would they be? 

 “What does ____ mean to you?”

Planning a Course Schedule

Often Used:  

• So, let’s look at what you’ve accomplished and what 
you need to do next . . .

• It looks like you need a _____; within this list of 
options, what courses were you thinking of taking?

Planning a Course Schedule

Transitioning to some Coaching Questions:

To help you figure out what you want to do next semester, 
I need to know more about your experience so far and 
what you’re anticipating for your next steps . . .

• Tell me what’s been happening this semester . . .

• Tell me what’s been important about this semester . . .

7 8

9 10

11 12
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Planning a Course Schedule

Taking it Further:

• Tell me what’s most meaningful about your major?

•What were you hoping to experience in college that you 
haven’t had a chance to do yet?

• If you could take a class, just for fun, what would it be?

Finding Values and Criteria:

Take a minute and jot down the top courses, activities, and 
responsibilities that need to be part of your schedule . . . 

•What’s important about each one?

•What’s meaningful about each one?

•What do they all have in common?

Summarize these values and characteristics with the student . . .

Ask “what else is important about what you’ll experience next 
semester?”

Planning a Course Schedule

Stepping into the Actual Plan:
• Tell me about your preferred weekly rhythm . . .

• Tell me how you prefer to balance schoolwork with other 
activities or responsibilities . . .

• Looking at your list of things that you want, rank them in terms 
of importance . . .

• Looking at your list, consider what it would cost – or benefit –
you to include them all . . . What’s negotiable?  

Eliciting the State of “Yes”

Think of a time you made an important choice . . . 

And you knew it was the right choice for you . . .

And it actually turned out to be the right choice . . .

How did you know it was right?  That it was a YES?
What went on inside you?

What if the answer is “I DON’T KNOW”

Think of a time when you weren’t sure of something . . .

Internally, comment to yourself that you “don’t know”

Now, make the same internal statement and add “yet”

What will it take for you to know? 

When and how might you know?

Finding a Decision‐Making Strategy

Think of a time you made an important decision 
and it turned out well . . . 

Now, think of how you got to that decision . . .
What happened first?  

What did you think, feel, do, or say to yourself?

What happened next?

Then what?

What had to happen for you to get to YES?

13 14

15 16

17 18
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Find Your Why:
Advising and Coaching 
for Profound Service

Bill Johnson, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

How will I profoundly serve others?

Simple Rules for Success
•Know Yourself (Story)
•Serve Profoundly (Mission)
•Find Your Right Pond (Vision)

Meaningful Work Questions

What am I here to contribute?
What problem am I here to solve?
What am I committed to create?
What is my ultimate concern?
What need(s) can I fulfill for others?
How can I best serve others?
What is my life’s task?
What gifts have I been given to share with the world?
What is it that I ‐ and only I ‐ can do to serve others?
What difference do I want to make?
What’s wildly important to me that makes my soul ache?
What is the world asking of me?
What was I put on this earth to do?

Find Your SPARCK Question

1. Is there a big question I’d love to answer?  Is there a problem I feel compelled to solve?  Is there a 
particular activity or service that I feel called to do?  Is there something I’m here to create?  What 
do I have to offer?

2. Are there things that fascinate me?  Am I curious about anything in particular?  Is there 
something that I have a deep yearning to know more about?  Are there things that keep me up at 
night?  What can’t I stop thinking about?

3. Are there activities that I get lost in?  What do I love to do where I lose track of time?  When do I 
feel most fully alive?  What lights me up?  What do I like doing the most when I have free time?

4. What challenges have I been able to overcome?  What experiences and/or events have had the 
most impact on me?  How have I provided help for others?  What do others ask for my help with 
most often?  

5. What are my greatest talents and gifts?  What do I do really well?  What is something that’s really 
easy for me to do?  Is there something I truly want to master?  Is there something I’d love to be 
really good at, maybe even world‐class great? 

6. Who can benefit most from what I have to offer?  Are there specific populations, communities 
and/or certain types individuals or groups of people I feel compelled to help?  Are there things I 
feel called to support, such as animals, wildlife, nature, the environment, or the planet?

19 20

21 22

23 24
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Use this Mission Statement Template to quickly define how you will serve others, which 
can be helpful how you can make the most of your college experience:   
I am here to _______   _______ so that __________.

Template
“I am here to ______________________________ 
(action: a verb describing what you do, i.e. help, serve, motivate, encourage, save, rescue, 
support)

_____________________________________________________________________
(with whom: groups – people, children, students, animals, nature, etc. – who you help)

so that 
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________.”

(end result: the benefit to others – this happens, changes, improves, and/or impacts how 
others think, feel, do, act, and/or believe).

Mission Statement Action (What you do)

With Whom (Who you help) End Result (Benefit to others)

Use this Mission Statement Template to quickly define how you will serve others, which can be helpful how 
you can make the most of your college experience:   
I am here to _______   _______ so that __________.

Template
“I am here to ______________________________ 
(action: a verb describing what you do, i.e. help, serve, motivate, encourage, save, rescue, support)

_____________________________________________________________________
(with whom: groups – people, children, students, animals, nature, etc. – who you help)

so that 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________.”

(end result: the benefit to others – this happens, changes, improves, and/or impacts how others think, feel, 
do, act, and/or believe).

Mission Statement

Bill’s Example: I am here to empower (action) students, faculty, and staff in higher 
education and people at a crossroads in life (with whom) to optimize their lives to 
become their best selves and serve something bigger than themselves (end result) in 
order to make the world a better place.

Components of Major/Career/Calling Exploration Poster

25 26

27 28

29 30
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Major/Career/Calling Exploration Poster Components of Calling Connection Mind Map

Calling Connection Mind Map

“Our job in this lifetime is not to fit 
into some mold that others have 

determined is best for us.  

Our job is to find out who we already 
are – and become it.”

Steven Pressfield

COACHING 
TO 

COMPLETE

Kathleen Shea Smith, The University of Oklahoma 

COACHING 
MINDSET 

• INFORMATION TO INTERACTION

• TRANSACTION TO TRANSFORMATION

• INSTRUCTION TO COLLABORATION
• DEPENDENCE TO INTERDEPENDENCE
• PASSIVE TO ACTIVE

31 32

33 34

35 36
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”These one‐on‐one sessions can be conversations about 
who the whole student is, and who that student wants 
to be. It becomes a relationship that is about helping the 
student learn that which will help them succeed at our 
institutions and beyond.”

Spight, 2019

Coach‐trained advisors at the University of Oklahoma

COACHING 
TO COMPLETE

8 Persistence Themes:

• Study Systems
• Identity and Inclusion
• Major to Career Design
• Health and Resiliency
• Financial Confidence
• Support Networks
• Competing 

Responsibilities
• Motivation and 

Achievement

Coaching 
Questions

•What factors contribute to your highest level 
of concentration?

•What strategies do you use to organize your 
different academic responsibilities?

• How does resistance or procrastination show 
up for you?

• How have you incorporated academic 
resources into your personal learning system?

Study Systems
Coaching Questions

Financial Confidence
Coaching Questions

• What does financial stability look like 
to you?

• How have you developed a  financial 
plan to cover the cost of tuition, 
books, fees and living expenses?

• What barriers have you experiences 
that affect your financial confidence?

• How would your life be different if 
you did not choose to attend college?

Competing Responsibilities
Coaching Questions

• How do outside commitments impact your 
academic performance?

• How do you advocate for yourself when 
outside responsibilities interfere with your 
academics? 

•Where might you focus your energy to 
ensure positive outcomes?

•What are you doing today to impact your 
tomorrow?

37 38

39 40
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Wheel of Life
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with the mission and purpose of NACADA. However, no part of such content may be otherwise or subsequently be reproduced, downloaded, disseminated, 
published, or transferred, in any form or by any means, except with the prior written permission of, and with express attribution to NACADA. Copyright 
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Students will understand their individual learning preferences and 
design a system of optimal performance. 

Students will identify resources and integrate them into their personal 
learning systems.

Students will learn from prior academic performance to enhance their 
current study strategies.

Students will be able to describe their academic habits (i.e. schedule, 
tools, group vs. individual, environment, etc.) and maximize campus 
resources to achieve their goals. 

�
�
�
�
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Students will understand their individual learning preferences 
and design a system of optimal performance. 

How have you discovered your best ways to learn?

How does your learning style a�ect the study methods you’ve established?

What conditions contribute to your highest levels of concentration?

How can you apply your learning preference to improve your current academic performance?

What modifications could you put into place to enhance your current learning system? 

What strategies do you use to organize your di�erent academic responsibilities?

In what ways do you manage your upcoming due dates and deadlines?

Among all of your assignments, which are most energizing and why?

In what ways have you/are you experiencing academic concern?

How have you modified previous habits to strengthen your learning system?

In what ways do you ask for help to avoid struggling academically?

When do you experience resistance or procrastination?

What does your ideal study environment look like?

How can you adapt to di�erent teaching methods?
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Students will identify resources and integrate them into their 
personal learning systems.

What conditions promote you to perform at your ideal level?

How have you evaluated your personal learning preferences?

In what ways does your learning style a�ect the study methods you’ve established?

How can you apply your learning style to improve your current academic performance?

How have you incorporated OU academic resources into your personal learning system?

How do you identify outside resources that fit your specific academic needs? (i.e. applications, 
blogs, podcasts, etc.)
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Students will learn from prior academic performance to 
enhance their current study strategies. 

What is missing from your current personal learning system?

When you think about your time as a student, in what areas have you grown?

What are your three greatest academic accomplishments?

How were you able to achieve these accomplishments?

When you’ve faced an academic struggle in the past, how were you able to overcome the challenge?

What did you learn about yourself from these experiences that you can apply to your current academic 
situation?

What patterns and behaviors help you achieve your goals?

What distractions cause you to lose momentum?

When you feel like giving up, what are some specific strategies that keep you moving forward?

In what ways does your mindset impact your academic success?

When you faced an academic setback, what messages or thoughts did you perceive about yourself?

In what ways can you transform negative “self-talk” into a more constructive dialogue?
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Students will be able to describe their academic habits 
(i.e. schedule, tools, group vs. individual, environment, etc.) 
and maximize campus resources to achieve their goals. 

What academic resources have you used or created as a habit or routine?

What campus resources have you utilized to strengthen your learning system?

Where are your favorite places to study?

What scheduling tools do you utilize to stay organized?
 
How do you manage your study sessions throughout the day?

When are you able to best focus and concentrate?
 
In what ways do you relate course content to the learning objectives listed in your syllabus?

How do you connect your in-class learning to your independent study time? 

How confident are you in your study methods?

What are the similarities and di�erences in your study approach for each of your classes?

What are some ways you can improve your current note-taking methods? 
How can you improve the e�iciency of your learning systems?

What value do you gain from participating in review sessions, o�ice hours, or study groups?

What are the di�erent types of resources you utilize most?

In what ways to you seek out support from instructors, TA’s or tutors?

What does your study workspace look like?

What online tools do you use to support your current learning system?
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Students will be able to articulate their values, interests, and skills that 
lay the foundation of academic success.

Students will be able to engage in active and informed decision 
making regarding the major/minor selection process.
 
Students will be able to investigate various career fields and establish 
objectives that align with their career goals.
  
Students will engage in experiential learning and professional 
development to fully explore academic and career choices. 
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Students will be able to articulate their values, interests, and 
skills that lay the foundation of academic success.

What activities and experiences leave you feeling energized?
 
If you had more free time, how would you choose to spend it? 

When you explore new ideas through books, websites, podcasts, etc., what 
topics do you find most engaging?  

What hobbies or activities do you have that could lead to possible career options? 

What advice have you received from your peers and family regarding your 
choice of major?

When you examine your life, what unique passions have stayed consistent over time? 

In what ways have you allowed others to influence the pursuit of your dreams and ambitions? 

When have you received recognition for your accomplishments?

What skills come easily to you, but not necessarily to others?

What academic subjects come most easily to you?

What is an academic challenge that you overcame through hard work 
and perseverance?

Where have you received recognition for outstanding achievement 
or accomplishments?
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Students will be able to engage in active and informed decision 
making regarding the major/minor selection process.  

What is most important to you when selecting a major?

What major or minors are you interested in exploring?

What resources have you used to assist you in comparing and contrasting 
degree requirements?

When selecting a major, what are the significant factors that you are taking into consideration?
 
What steps have you taken or would like to take to feel confident with your choice of major/minor?

What are some strategies for evaluating related majors to be sure you are determining the best fit?

What is your understanding of the advising and academic support services that are available to you?

How will your minor enhance your academic and career goals?

What strategies and tools do you use to keep track of your academic progress?
 
In what ways do you understand how general education, major requirements, and program electives 
make up your degree plan?

What is the value in understanding the di�erences among general education, major requirements, 
and program electives?

What steps have you taken to feel confident in your major selection process?

What scares you the most about your major? 
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Students will be able to investigate various career fields and 
establish objectives that align with their career goals.  

How would you describe the intersection of your personal, academic, and career goals?

How have your family or mentors influenced your career goals?

From your observations of family/peers/mentors, what do you think has contributed to their 
job satisfaction?

How do you distinguish the di�erences between a job and a career?
 
What career or self-discovery assessments have you taken to analyze your skills and interests?

In what ways have you investigated specific career fields that interest you?
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Students will engage in experiential learning and professional 
development to fully explore academic and career choices. 

What steps have you taken to connect your academic major to potential career opportunities?

How do you go about exploring resources on projected job growth and income outlook?

What is your definition of a professional?

In what ways can you seek out professionals to o�er guidance and insights on your potential career 
pathways?

How have you explored internships or other work experience opportunities that relate to your major?

When in your academic career would you like to incorporate job shadowing or internships with 
potential employers?

How will you initiate a clear plan to meet your career goals? 
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Students will be able to build systems that will enhance their overall 
health, wellness, and nutrition.

Students will be able to apply creative strategies to manage daily 
stressors.

Students will be able to construct a holistic plan with techniques that 
enhance their overall mental and physical self.

Students will be able to acknowledge adversity and challenges and 
overcome setbacks through resilience.
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Students will be able to build systems that will enhance their 
overall health, wellness, and nutrition.

What comes to mind when you hear the words health and wellness?

What contributes to you feeling like you are at your healthiest and strongest self?

How would you rate your current state of health?

How are you taking care of yourself?
 
What practices can you apply to enhance your overall health and well-being?

How can you include self-appreciation into your daily routine?

Identify a few areas in your life that you’d like to improve with additional support?

What OU student services have you utilized and in what ways did they or did they not help you?
 
What does an optimal nutritional wellness plan look like for you?

Have you observed how di�erent food choices a�ect your ability to concentrate?

What nutritional habits would you like to modify to increase your energy and focus?

How often have you experienced concerns about your ability to purchase adequate/healthy food?

What campus resources can you identify that would support your nutritional goals?
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Students will be able to apply creative strategies to manage 
daily stressors.   

What is an action you could take right now that would have the greatest impact on your well-being? 

What are some areas of concern for you right now?

What do you spend the most time worrying about?

How do you separate those elements that fall within and outside of your control? 

How do you keep yourself from becoming overwhelmed?

What are some recent examples of setbacks you’ve experienced and the coping mechanisms you’ve 
employed?
 
What coping mechanisms have you used in the past that no longer serve you?

How do you separate your personal life from your academic self?

What are some healthy ways you manage stress?

What thought patterns do you have that prevent you from achieving your goals?

How do you manage circumstances that trigger negative thinking?
 
What are some methods you use to replace limited thinking with a more open-minded approach?
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Students will be able to construct a holistic plan with 
techniques that enhance their overall mental and physical self. 

What do you need to do to feel nourished, healthy, and strong?

What habits are working well that you would like to further develop?

When you need to take an academic break, what activities re-energize you?

How does your current mindset impact your well-being?

What are some techniques you incorporate into your (daily, weekly, monthly) schedule that help o�set 
life’s stressors?

What are some events in your life that pushed you to demonstrate personal strength and resilience?
 
What did you learn about yourself that you can take into the future?

What activities outside of work and school do you enjoy?

How much time, if any, do you set aside to enjoy these activities?

What do you do when you take a break from study?

How do you feel when you put fun over academics and other commitments?
Why do you think fun is important in a healthy life?

In what ways do you nurture and take care of yourself?

What activities recharge you?

In what ways do you disconnect from the world and focus on you?

How would you rate your sleep, nutrition, and exercise?
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Students will be able to acknowledge adversity and challenges 
and overcome setbacks through resilience.

How do you define resilience?

In what ways do you consider yourself resilient?
 
What characteristics do you have that motivate you to move forward after a setback?
 
What steps would you need to take in order to overcome adversity or challenges?

How do you adapt when you are faced with a di�icult situation?

How do you manage academically stressful situations?

If you knew you could not fail, what risk would you take in life?

In what ways have you learned from past failures?

How do you let go of the feeling of failure and rise up?

What change do you need to make in order to get over the past and move forward?

How do you respond to change?

Have you retreated from an area in your life because of an obstacle you felt you could not overcome?

What do you think is a vital key to success?

When will you know that you have achieved resilience in your own life? 
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Students will take ownership of the financial responsibilities 
associated with attending The University of Oklahoma.
 
Students will be able to articulate the lifelong financial benefits of 
degree completion.

Students will be able to understand the implications of student 
loan debt.

Students will be able to recognize on-and o�-campus resources that 
will help reduce financial strain.
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Students will take ownership of the financial responsibilities 
associated with attending The University of Oklahoma. 

What does the conversation sound like when you talk to your family or support system about how to 
pay for college?

What are the various resources (grants, loans, scholarships, etc.) that you can access to help fund 
your education? 

What is your current financial plan for paying tuition, fees, books, and living expenses?

What resources do you utilize in order to fund your college expenses?

What would you do if you were unable to enroll due to a registration hold? 

What is your understanding of flat-rate tuition? 

How would withdrawing from classes impact your finances in the long term?

How often do you stress about paying for school or other living expenses?

What costs are included in your living expenses?

What are the three sources that cause your financial stress?

How do you plan for emergency expenses?

When you hear terms like budget, financial plan, etc., what comes to mind?

What costs are included in your living expenses? 

What does a personal financial budget look like to you?
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Students will be able to articulate the lifelong financial benefits 
of degree completion.

In what ways have you evaluated the financial benefits of obtaining your degree?

What resources have you used to determine employability and projected salaries?

How have you evaluated salary di�erences between degree levels?
 
How would your life be di�erent if you did not complete your degree?

What originally motivated you to seek a degree?

How could your finances be di�erent if you were not in college? 
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Students will be able to understand the implications 
of student loan debt.

How do you currently pay your college-related expenses?

How much have you borrowed through student loans?

How are you tracking the loans you’ve borrowed?
 
In what ways have you looked at the repayment terms and conditions of student loans?

How have you investigated student loan forgiveness programs?

What is the di�erence between a private student loan and a federal student loan?

What is the maximum lifetime amount you can receive in student loans?

What does a plan for student loan repayment look like?

What is the di�erence between a grant and a loan?

What is the di�erence between a subsidized and an unsubsidized student loan?

If you are receiving financial aid, what is your understanding of the Satisfactory Academic Progress 
guidelines?
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Students will be able to recognize on-and o -campus 
resources that will help reduce financial strain. 

How many times have you met with an OU Money Coach?

What does “being financially stable” look like to you?

In what ways have you searched for on-and o�-campus resources that can help your financial 
situation?

How can you utilize these resources?

What has prevented you from using the resources available to you?

What is a barrier that is preventing you from accessing financial resources?

What is the di�erence between an on-and o�-campus resource that can help you with 
your financial situation? 
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Students will understand the value of creating and cultivating a 
positive support network.

Students will learn how to identify campus organizations that 
strengthen their commitment to success.

Students will be able to identify the trusted relationships that comprise 
their support network.

Students will be able to identify the individuals they can turn to for 
support.
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Students will understand the value of creating and cultivating a 
positive support network. 

What leaders on campus do you admire?

What does a mentor relationship look like to you?

What do you hope to gain from a mentoring relationship?

What does your support network look like?

Who are the people you turn to when you need support with your academic goals?
 
How would you describe support (spiritual, emotional life, financial) from the people in your life?
 
How would you describe ways you support yourself?

How has your support network developed over time?

When in your life have you felt most supported?

How supported do you feel on campus?

In my role as your coach, what are some ways I can support you?
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Students will learn how to identify campus organizations that 
strengthen their commitment to success.

What impacted your decision to attend The University of Oklahoma?

What does campus involvement look like to you?

In what ways can you contribute to the OU community?

What are the potential benefits of joining student organizations?

What do you look for when joining a student organization or club?

How do you find and connect with student organizations and events that interest you?

What might prevent you from attending a student event or program? 
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Students will be able to identify the trusted relationships that 
comprise their support network.

What are the characteristics you look for in a trusted friend?
 
How would you describe your inner circle?
  
Describe a relationship that began as an acquaintance and turned into a friendship? 

What qualities do you share with your significant friend group? 

How do you establish new friendships?
 
What may be keeping you from developing a strong support network?
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Students will be able to identify the individuals they can turn to 
for support. 

Who do you turn to when you are faced with a di�icult situation?

How can you identify when someone does not have your best interest at heart?

What does it mean for someone to truly have your back?

How have people in your life shown you that your goals are genuinely supported?  

How do you feel when your goals are validated?

What are the pros and cons in asking for what you need?

In what ways can you expand your connections? 
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Students will be able to develop and implement an e�ective time man-
agement system.

Students will prioritize academic and non-academic commitments.

Students will understand how to balance academic success and the 
demands of work.

Students will be able to make time commitments that reflect their 
values and goals.
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Students will be able to develop and implement an e ective 
time management system.

How do you know if your current time management system is working for you?

What strategies have you incorporated into e�ectively managing your time?
 
What consequences have you faced when you were not able to meet your commitments?
 
How do you create a schedule for your day?

What academic and non-academic tasks would you include?

How do outside obligations strengthen or weaken your academic performance?

What would it take to free up more time in your schedule? 

How do you know when you are overextended (what circumstances contribute to this experience)?

How do you know when you have spread yourself too thin? 
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Students will prioritize academic and non-academic 
commitments.

What are your other competing responsibilities to academics?
 
What is an example of an outside commitment that has impacted your time?

How do you protect your time?

How would you feel if you had more control of your time?

How can you better regulate the time that you have?

How do you evaluate the time you spend on your daily routines?
 
What responsibilities could you combine to complete tasks more e�iciently?
 
How do you di�erentiate the things you have to do with the things you want to do?
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Students will understand how to balance academic success 
and the demands of work.

What strategies do you use to balance employment and school responsibilities?  

How do your work responsibilities impact your ability to reach your academic goals?

What resources have you explored for working students?  

In what ways has your work experience help shape your understanding of your values and strengths? 

What does your work environment look like?

How does your employer support you in balancing your responsibilities? 

How do you advocate for yourself when work responsibilities have interfered with your assignments? 
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Students will be able to make time commitments that reflect 
their values and goals.

What value does your outside commitments bring to your life right now? 

What are you doing today to impact your future goals?

Where can you focus your energy to ensure positive outcomes? 

What does it mean to maximize your college experience?   

How is college helping you grow personally and professionally?

How could you free up two to three extra hours a week (how would you spend that time)? 

What sacrifices have you made in order to fulfill your outside commitments? 

How have your outside activities impacted your academics?

What brings you joy in your academic responsibilities? 

What would it take for you to say no to an outside responsibility? 
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Students will be able to identify motivation strategies for 
goal attainment.

Students will be able to identify short-term goals that lead to 
long-term success.

Students will be able to di�erentiate intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. 

Students will be able to utilize strategies to meet their goals 
and objectives.
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Students will be able to identify motivation strategies for 
goal attainment.

What factors contributed to your decision to attend The University of Oklahoma?

How would you describe the di�erence between your current college experience and 
your previous expectations? 

What motivates you to be successful?

When in your academic life have you been highly motivated? 

What type of environment contributes to your motivation?

When faced with disappointments or setbacks, how do you persevere and move forward?

What are you doing when you lose track of time?

What time of the day do you feel most productive?

What has contributed to your success so far? 
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Students will be able to identify short-term goals that lead to 
long-term success.

What do you want your life to look like after college?
 
How do you see your future self in 5, 10, and 15 years? 

What are some specific actions you can take now to create that future life? 

If you could visualize an ideal end to the semester, what would that look like? 

What steps will require the least/most e�ort? 

How do your short-term and long-term goals connect?

What does it mean to live a life of purpose? 

What ways do you hope to use your talents and skills to make a di�erence in the world? 

How can the OU experience support you in achieving your goals? 
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Students will be able to di erentiate intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivators.

How do the expectations of others a�ect your choices? 

How do you di�erentiate friendly advice from what you know is right for yourself? 

How do you know when you are making good decisions for yourself? 

What qualities do you have to help you overcome challenges? 

What motivates you to reach your full potential? 

How do you increase motivation levels when you are feeling overwhelmed by a project?

What types of rewards are most motivating to you?

When do you feel energized to go the extra mile? 

What did your last significant accomplishment look like?
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Students will be able to utilize strategies to meet their goals 
and objectives.

What actions do you need to take to move forward with your goals?
 
How does your belief about yourself impact what you are capable of achieving? 

How can you adjust your expectations to better meet your goals?
 
How do you hold yourself accountable?
 
In what ways does fear of failure compromise your ability to succeed?
 
Who supports you when you experience low levels of motivation?
 
What are you doing when you feel most energized and alive? 
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Students will be able to develop and implement an e�ective time man-
agement system.

Students will prioritize academic and non-academic commitments.

Students will understand how to balance academic success and the 
demands of work.

Students will be able to make time commitments that reflect their 
values and goals.
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Students will be able to recognize their personal and social 
identities.

How does your identity define you?

What are some key elements of your identity?
 
How easily do you accept yourself for who you are?
 
How do you believe you are viewed by others?

What social groups do you identify with?
 
In what ways does your identity change when you are interacting with di�erent groups?
 
How do people from di�erent backgrounds enrich your sense of self?

How do you separate your achievements from your identity?
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Students will be able to evaluate personal influences that 
shape their understanding of success.

What is your definition of success?

How would you design a life of meaning and fulfillment?
 
When you look back on your life, how will you know you’ve been successful?

What areas do you need to prioritize in order to become a stronger version of yourself?

Who are some of the most accomplished people you’ve known throughout your life and what are 
the markers of their achievements?

Who in your life has shaped your understanding of success?

What does success look like at di�erent stages of life?

What habits can you adopt today that will build a better future?

In what areas of your life have you been most proud? 
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Students will be able to cultivate relationships that build their 
self-confidence and deepen their sense of belonging.

When have you been most at ease within a new group and what factors contributed 
to feeling comfortable?
 
How would you describe your personality?

How do the most significant people in your life bring out the best in you? 

What makes you feel like you belong?

When do you feel you are valued on our campus?

How often do you feel left out among your peers?

In what ways do you feel you are supported both socially and emotionally?

What are some unique challenges that you have experienced on campus?

In what ways have you challenged yourself to interact with di�erent peers or groups on campus? 
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Students will be able to recognize the signs of homesickness 
and attend to the social transitions associated with a new 
campus culture.

How are you managing the adjustment of making campus your new home?

What are some of the changes you have encountered and how are they a�ecting you?

How have you made time to reflect on the changes you are going through?

In what ways have you experienced signs that you are homesick; (i.e. longing for the familiar, 
feeling isolated, missing the comforts of home, managing the expectations of others, etc.)?

How are you maintaining the balance between staying connected to home while creating new 
campus experiences?

How have you explored your new campus environment?

What would it look like to discover new and enriching o�-campus activities?
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